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Mori Building provides support for Olympic and Paralympic bid 

Huge city model communicates the appeal of Tokyo 
-To be used by city in presentation given to IOC Evaluation Commission- 

 

At 17.0 m × 15.3 m, Japan's largest model 

With Tokyo making a bid to host the 2016 Olympic and Paralympic Games, Mori Building is 

cooperating with the city by providing a huge model of central Tokyo for use in the upcoming tour 

of the IOC Evaluation Commission. This model was created with original technology developed by 

Mori Building; it is on display at Tokyo Big Sight. Created at 1/1000 scale, the model incorporates 

Olympic-related facilities that would be constructed in the city, and it presents a very appealing and 

sophisticated representation of near-future Tokyo. The model's 17.0 ｍ × 15.3 ｍ size makes it the 

largest in Japan, and its fine detail and high impact communicate a very real and attractive picture of 

Tokyo.  

On public view until April 30 

In support of the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic bid, Mori Building is providing this city model 

as a tool that visually communicates the city's appeal in an easy-to-understand manner. From April 

17 afternoon to 30, the model will be on display to the public in the Tokyo Big Sight entrance hall. 

We hope that many members of the general public will see it, and that it will further increase their 

interest in Tokyo. 

Mori Building independently created city model/CG pictures as a tool to facilitate an objective 

and panoramic comprehension of the city/landscape. In our urban design activities, the model is 

utilized for concrete plan consideration and to promote understanding among the parties 

involved.    



Display model overview 

【Area shown】 

Approximately 220 k㎡ including the Umi-no-Mori area and the following Tokyo wards: Shibuya, 

Shinjuku, Taito, Sumida, Shinagawa, Minato, Chiyoda, Chuo, Koto, Meguro, Ota, Bunkyo, and 

Edogawa  *For details refer to the picture below 

【Display model size】 

17.0 m × 15.3 m （150 pieces of 85 cm × 170 cm size） 

【Production time】 

14 months 

【Display location and time period】 

Tokyo Big Sight entrance hall; open to public from April 17 afternoon to 30 

 

Tokyo model illustration 
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